The cups and plates are in the … next to the fridge.
A. shelf                    B. cupboard            C. bottle                D. watch

Before you go to school, you must .... your books in your schoolbag.
A. put                B. run                  C. write                     D. cut

John is 1.90 m — he's very ..... !
A. high                  B. short                        C. tall                          D. small

Complete this “family” of words: skirt, trousers, coat, …….
A. shirt               B. leg                    C. carpet             D. desk

When I go to school, I take the bus from the corner of my street and …… at the third stop.
A. wake up               B. get off             C. come back       D. go away

A photo
A. two teenagers in a city street
B. two boys at a bus stop

The girl …… .
A. is looking at the boy
B. has got short blonde hair

The boy …… his phone.
A. is waiting     B. is looking for  C. hasn’t got     D. is holding

Hello Mrs Hardcastle. I live in the same building as your daughter Ellie. When she went on holiday yesterday, she left me your number in case of emergency. There is a small problem: I usually feed her cat when she’s away, but she forgot to leave her key with me. Have you got one? Thanks.
Katie Marchmont

What does Katie want?
A. A cat.                                         C. Food for the cat.
B. A phone number.                          D. A key.

Ellie …… yesterday.
A. gave her key to Katie
B. forgot to feed her cat

Harry …… to school today. He’s ill.
A. isn’t going       B. don’t go            C. can’t work         D. isn’t

My mother is …… working.
A. My parents …… very tired
B. Dad …… cooks dinner
D. Helen …… watch television

There …… people in the shop. It’s empty.
A. have got          B. isn’t              C. are some          D. aren’t any

On Monday, Peter …… an email to Kylie but she didn’t answer.
A. is writing        B. must write        C. sent              D. gets

Jack’s sister is more …… he is.
A. shorter than C. prettier than
B. intelligent as   D. popular than
Holiday time!

A. Behind the black book, there is ……. .
   A. a red purse          B. a beach bag
   C. a pair of sunglasses    D. a pair of shoes
B. These are Carla’s things. She’s going to ……. two weeks in Spain.
   A. go          B. pass          C. spend          D. bring

Britain

A. and chips is a traditional English dish.
   A. Pudding          B. Pork
   C. Duck                D. Fish
B. This politician, who died in 1965, was twice Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. What was his name?
C. In a London shop, you buy something that costs 70p. What does “p” mean?
   A. A passport, a toothbrush, a swimsuit.      C. Shorts, T-shirts, inches.
   B. Sun cream, showers, perfume.               D. Sandals, mice, dresses.
D. The Beatles came from ……. .
   A. Liverpool        B. Manchester       C. Bristol              D. Oxford

Situations

A. It’s 10.30. Someone asks you, “What time is it?” What can you say?
   A. “Eleven thirty.”          C. “Thirty after ten.”
B. In a restaurant, a waiter serves you with your food. What can he say?
   A. “Enjoy your meal.”       C. “Here is your bill.”
   B. “Have a nice trip.”   D. “Come back soon.”
C. Anna says to you, “I’m sorry. I forgot to send you a birthday card.” You want to tell her that it isn’t important. What can you say?
   A. “I never worry.”       C. “Please excuse me.”
   B. “It doesn’t matter.”   D. “What a pity.”
D. You are talking to Sam on the phone. He bought a new bike yesterday. You want a description of the bike. What can you ask?
   A. “What’s it like?”       C. “Does it go well?”
   B. “How long is it?”   D. “What does he look like?”
E. You see the words “Add to your basket.”. What are you doing?
   A. Buying something online. C. Shopping in a supermarket.
   B. Doing a maths test. D. Reading a cake recipe.
F. Patrick is trying on a jacket in a shop but it’s much too big for him. What can he say?
   A. “I’m afraid it doesn’t fit.” C. “It isn’t cheap enough.”
   B. “I can’t put it on.”   D. “Sorry but I need a larger size.”

Sounds

A. The letter “C” rhymes with “…….”.
   A. say          B. free          C. car                D. buy
B. Find the pair of words that rhyme.
   A. there, share B. ships, keeps C. quite, quiet D. eight, height
C. “Introduction” = o o o o. “Incredible” = …… .
   A. O o o o          B. o O o o          C. o o O o               D. o o o O

A diary

Sunday 3rd March, 10 pm.
I went to Rachel’s this evening. We watched “13 Going On 30”. It was great. It’s about a lonely, unhappy girl called Jenna. She hates being a teenager and wants to grow up quickly. She makes a wish on her thirteenth birthday and the next day she wakes up as a beautiful 30-year-old woman who is the editor of a New York fashion magazine. But she finds out that adults have lots of problems too. It’s funny and a bit sad sometimes. Rachel wanted to watch it again, but her parents said no, because it was late and we’ve got school tomorrow.

Got home at 9.30.

The writer of this diary is Rachel’s ……. .
A. sister          B. friend          C. mother               D. brother

The writer ……. “13 Going On 30” ……. .
A. thought ……. was terrible          C. thought ……. was very good
B. didn’t like ……. at all      D. didn’t think ……. was good

On Sunday evening, Rachel and the writer watched ……. .
A. a romantic comedy at the cinema
B. a fantasy movie about a young girl who wants to be older
C. a comedy about a woman who wants to be younger
D. a reality TV show

Jenna makes a wish because she ……. .
A. would like to be more intelligent
B. doesn’t have a good job in New York
C. wants to escape from all the problems that teenagers have
D. thinks that adults don’t have enough problems

The Biggest Challenge

A. Soldiers wear uniforms and ……. .
   A. sailors are too C. so do most security guards
   B. also do policemen D. do a lot of British schoolchildren
B. The “a” in “England” doesn’t sound like ……. .
   A. the “a” in “Ireland” C. the second “a” in “Africa”
   B. the “a” in “Germany” D. the second “a” in “Japan”
C. Complete the series: clean/dirty, high/low, loud/……. .
   A. dark B. less C. soft D. slim
D. One of the national symbols of England is a ……. .
   A. red rose B. white horse C. pear tree D. red dragon